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Abstract
We report a case of a 37-year-old man with a persistent consolidative lesion in
the right lower lobe. A chest computed tomography scan showed a 2 cm focal
consolidative lesion in the lateral basal segment of the right lower lobe. The size
of lesion had slightly increased over four months. Wedge resection of the right
lower lobe was performed with the intention to diagnose the lesion. Pathological
examination showed placental transmogrification of the lung. We describe this
rare lung disease, which presented with the unusual radiologic findings of a con-
solidative lesion. Placental transmogrification of the lung should be considered in
the differential diagnosis of pulmonary consolidative lesions.

Introduction

Placental transmogrification of the lung (PTL) is a rare
benign disease, which was first described in 1979 as a sub-
type of bullous emphysema.1 However, PTL does not have
any placental properties. The name of this disease comes
from its morphology, which is similar to that of the pla-
centa. A microscopic view shows that it is filled with papil-
lary structures covered by epithelial cells.2 Its etiology and
pathogenesis is unknown, although there are a few reports
that support congenital origin.3 To date, 34 cases have been
identified in English literature.4 PTL usually presents as
bullous lesion, and rarely as cysts or nodules on radiologic
imaging.5 This report describes a case of PTL with unusual
radiologic findings, which was treated by surgical resection.

Case report

A 37-year-old man presented to the thoracic surgery depart-
ment with a persistent consolidative lesion in the right lower
lobe. He was a 14-pack-year smoker but denied a history of
recent trauma or significant disease. A chest computed

tomography scan revealed a 2 cm focal consolidative lesion
with bronchiectasis in the subpleural region of the lateral basal
segment of the right lower lobe. The patient had been under
observation for approximately four months in the outpatient
pulmonology department. The size of lesion had slightly
increased over this time (Fig 1). No lymphadenopathy or other
mass lesions were identified. The patient underwent single
port video-assisted thoracoscopic surgery. Wedge resection of
the lesion was performed and showed an ill-defined fungating
mass with focal cystic change, measuring 7.5 x 6.0 x 1.5 cm
and weighing 410 g. Gross and microscopic features of the
lesion are shown in Figure 2. These findings were consistent
with the characteristics of PTL. The patient had an uneventful
clinical course and was discharged without complication.

Discussion

PTL is referred to as a placentoid bullous lesion because
the most common radiologic finding is a bullous emphy-
sema pattern. Cystic lesions or solitary nodule patterns are
rarely observed.2,5 Patients may be asymptomatic or are
diagnosed with dyspnea, chest pain associated with
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Figure 1 A preoperative chest computed tomography scan shows a focal consolidative lesion with bronchiectasis in the subpleural region of the
lateral basal segment of the right lower lobe.
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pneumothorax, or chronic obstructive lung disease as a
result of bullous emphysema. Papillary structures covered
by hyperplastic pneumocytes are observed on hematoxylin
and eosin stain. The immunohistochemical staining pattern
is positive for CD-10 and vimentin and negative for CK,
desmin, S100 protein, and smooth muscle actin. In 33 of
the 34 cases in the literature, surgical resection was the
treatment choice. Surgical options included wedge re-
section (n = 10), lobectomy, (n = 10), and pneumonec-
tomy (n = 7) according to the distribution and size of the
lesion. A surgical option was not mentioned in six cases.4

Thus, surgical resection is the treatment of choice, and was
curative and successful without recurrence in the cases dis-
cussed in the literature. Our case was unique because the
37-year-old patient presented with unusual radiologic find-
ings of a consolidative lesion with bronchiectasis, which
was not observed in any of the previously reported cases.
The treatment is consistent with those of previous cases in

the literature and achieved a satisfactory outcome.
Although it is a rare disease, our report serves as reminder
that PTL should be considered in the differential diagnosis
of a consolidative lesion with or without bronchiectasis.
PTL is best treated by surgical resection.
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